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INTRODUCTION

Research on the authentication area has been intense, demonstrating over more than forty years
that, despite being dominant, passwords are flawed, insecure, and openly hated by users [1, 73]. For
these reasons, there have been many academic initiatives to find alternatives to replace passwords,
as well as proposals to alleviate the complexities of managing them [19, 20, 68, 97, 99, 108].
However, all this research knowledge has not yet been materialized into radically better authentication solutions. We believe that, to make progress, the focus should be placed not on
finding a replacement, but on smart technologies that are able to combine multiple heterogeneous
authentication mechanisms, adapting its usage to the situation.
Adaptive authentication is not a new concept; we can find initial proposals already in the early
2000s, tied to the appearance of the first ubiquitous computing systems [2]. Subsequent works
delved into adaptation for smartphones and web authentication as well as explored the inclusion of
emerging implicit [96] and continuous authenticators [78]. In this sense, the integration of biometrics, especially those behavioral-based (e.g., typing patterns [92], gait [81], or brainwaves [104]), is
key to favor a less obtrusive, more usable interaction.
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Though there are recent in-depth studies of password alternatives [19] as well as surveys that
extensively analyze biometrics [71] and their usage for implicit authentication [4], no work has yet
provided a comprehensive overview of the combined use of different authentication mechanisms
within adaptive systems. Existing surveys are either limited, covering just a few adaptation examples [8], or have a more general focus on the broader field of adaptive security [32, 34, 107, 117]. In
order to fill this gap, we set out to systematically review the literature on adaptive authentication.
Our approach is to formalize the findings of state-of-the-art adaptive authentication systems
through the lens of the extensively studied self-adaptive systems discipline and its design principles [24, 61]. Surprisingly, all the reviewed works have neglected such huge body of research.
As we will discuss later, their focus has been put on demonstrating feasibility and basic usability
improvements in specific scenarios rather than on design, which hinders faster advance on research.
In fact, our analysis uncovers a significant fundamental challenge: adaptive authentication systems
to date are difficult to extend or reuse (e.g., to include new authenticators, adaptation strategies, or
contexts) and, therefore, it is hard to easily deploy new solutions and fairly compare them with
each other.
First, we outline how to apply the structured modelling principles well-known in self-adaptive
systems to the authentication domain; second, we survey how the literature to date covers each
design dimension. Our primary goal is to identify where the design problems lie, what is missing,
and to elicit a roadmap for the research community to help move forward. The main contributions
are:
(1) establishing a common definition of adaptive authentication systems, explaining their main
architectural components,
(2) survey, systematization, and analysis of adaptive authentication approaches in the academic
literature to date through the lens of self-adaptive systems design, and
(3) identification and discussion of current research challenges and future directions.
We start by introducing the related surveys in Section 2. Next, we present relevant adaptive
systems concepts in Section 3, needed to understand the survey methodology described in Section 4.
Section 5 introduces the building blocks of adaptive authentication systems: their authenticators.
After that, we analyze adaptive authentication approaches under different design dimensions (Sections 6- 9), thoroughly dissecting the state-of-the-art on the topic. Section 10 offers a consolidated
overview of the surveyed works and provides a critical discussion about open challenges, from
which a roadmap for future research is elicited. The paper closes with a set of concluding remarks
in Section 11.
2

RELATED SURVEYS

Most of the surveys related to our work fall in the category of adaptive security, analyzing systems
that change their behavior to adjust security defenses at runtime. In 2007, Elkhodary and Whittle [32]
conducted a review of four generic approaches for adaptive security, which was updated by Evesti
and Ovaska [34] with five more approaches in 2013. Both surveys look into generic solutions for
self-adaptive security systems at an abstract level that does not include specificities related to
authentication. Furthermore, since these reviews are not systematic, but based on papers considered
significant, the literature coverage is rather limited. In their evaluation frameworks, besides the type
of security mechanisms in use and the supported self-adaptation properties, they introduce other
general considerations, such as extensibility, flexibility or reusability, which served as a basis to
frame the discussion of challenges in our survey. More recently, the literature on adaptive security
has been surveyed following systematic approaches in [117] and [107]. On the one hand, Yuan
et al. [117] reviewed 107 articles and compared them based on a multilevel taxonomy including
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security and adaptation aspects. However, this taxonomy covers the security goals of confidentiality,
integrity and availability, but not authentication. On the other hand, Tziakouris et al. [107] have
a slightly different and specific focus for their survey. They reviewed the literature on adaptive
security looking at how the underlying architectures of the reported research are applicable to
open and ultra-large environments.
While these works provide detailed analyses and valuable insights on self-adaptive security
systems, they are not concerned with the design challenges that arise in the specific domain of
authentication. If we look at this concrete aspect of security, though there are extensive literature reviews covering authentication subtopics such as behavioral biometrics [71] or implicit
authentication [4], we have found just one survey at the intersection between adaptation and
authentication [8]. In this work, Bakar and Haron describe and identify issues in four representative
adaptive authentication proposals, as a basis to present their own system. In our paper, we go
beyond by systematically covering research works on adaptive authentication, using the methodological design principles of self-adaptive systems to analyze their architectures. We further discuss
specific challenges for adaptive authentication systems and establish a research roadmap intended
to foster advance on the topic and influence real-world implementations.
3

SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS IN A NUTSHELL

The research field of self-adaptive systems was born in the late 90’s driven by the need to deal with
the ever-increasing complexity and dynamism of software systems, a situation which still holds
true today. With this goal in mind, the self-adaptation approach envisions the development of
“systems that are able to modify their behavior and/or structure in response to their perception of the
environment and the system itself” [24]. This approach has been widely recognized as effective not
only to manage complexity, but also to design more versatile, flexible, resilient, dependable, energyefficient, recoverable, customizable, configurable, and self-optimizing software [24, 30, 55, 59, 76].
Research on the field of adaptive systems has converged to a reference architectural model
for adaptation, whose main components are depicted in Fig. 1. Accordingly, an adaptive system
comprises two parts: a set of managed resources and the adaptation logic. For adaptation to happen,
the adaptation logic incorporates a control structure. The most well-known structure is the MAPE-K
cycle [55], which includes components to: monitor the environment and managed resources (M),
analyze the data for changes (A), plan adaptation (P), and control its execution (E), based on a shared
knowledge repository (K). In order to model what should be done in the adaptation logic, there
is a well-known procedure [61, 89], which consists of answering five basic questions 1 , namely:
What, Why, How, When and Where to adapt. Each question targets a modeling dimension and the
answers give insights on the design aspects to consider when prototyping an adaptive system. The
taxonomy in [61] (see Fig. 1) summarizes this design procedure and complements it with different
design dimensions.
Self-adaptation has become an important research topic with applicability to many diverse
domains [67], such as e.g., autonomous driving [15], adaptive smart homes [52], or dynamic web
service composition [98]. In the authentication domain, which is the focus of this paper, despite
there are proposals to automatically adapt authentication mechanisms to the user environment,
they have not been defined or studied considering the bigger picture and existing research on
self-adaptation.

1 We

omit the Who dimension (“Who has to perform the adaptation?”) mentioned in [89] because we consider that a
self-adaptive system should adapt automatically without user involvement, as in [61].
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Fig. 1. The left side of the image shows a generic MAPE-K architecture for distributed adaptive authentication
systems. The right side depicts the taxonomy of design dimensions for developing the adaptation logic,
according to [61]. As a whole, this picture provides a roadmap for the paper, indicating which aspects are
covered in the literature survey of adaptive authentication works, and which sections discuss each aspect.

Therefore, though there is no formal definition of adaptive authentication, it can be easily rewritten from the definition of general adaptive systems [24, 61] as follows:
“An adaptive authentication system is able to automatically modify its behavior
and/or structure in response to changes in its operating environment.”

Mapping the architectural model of adaptive systems to the authentication domain, the managed
resources are the authenticators (available in user devices and applications), and the adaptation
logic is the software layer in charge of orchestrating their usage according to the sensed situation.
Furthermore, the adaptation logic can run on the same device as the application that wants to use
the authenticators, or on another device, enabling different use cases.
According to the above definition and concepts, an example of adaptive authentication with ondevice logic could be a smartphone that detects when the user is at home (change in the operating
environment) and deactivates password protection (automatic behavior modification) until she
moves out to a different place [46]. Or, if the adaptation logic is distributed, we can have a system
where a user authenticates with the smartphone fingerprint scanner in order to access her laptop,
when both devices are nearby.
In Fig. 1 we visually summarize the discussed elements that compose an adaptive authentication
system, together with the applicable design dimensions of self-adaptive systems. This image works
as a roadmap for the literature survey presented in this paper, following the methodology described
in the next section.
4

METHODOLOGY

By transferring the concepts from the taxonomy of self-adaptive systems design [61] to adaptive
authentication, it is possible to confront the development of systems where the managed resources
are devices and applications with heterogeneous authenticators. However, this kind of methodological approach to design has never been applied to the authentication domain [6]. Our goal here is
to use the taxonomy to analyze how the literature covers the different design dimensions, what
can we learn from that, and what is missing to advance research.
ACM Comput. Surv., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: August 2019.
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In line with related literature [40], we narrow the scope of this survey to research approaches.
While commercial solutions - such as iPhone X Face ID - are interesting examples of adaptive
authentication systems, the availability of the details on their implementation is limited. Hence,
comparability is not given.
We performed a systematic literature review following Kitchenham’s [58] guidelines to identify
relevant studies on adaptive authentication, as it is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Summary of the procedure for identifying and selecting relevant studies on adaptive authentication.
We first analyzed the literature in top security conferences, and derived key terms. We then used those key
terms as shown in the diagram to extend the search to other publication venues, following Kitchenham’s
guidelines for systematic literature reviews [58].

Our guiding research question was “How are adaptive authentication systems designed and
implemented?” Starting from there, we used the search keywords “adaptive authentication” and
the semantically similar terms: “context-aware/context-based authentication”, “risk-aware/risk-based
authentication”, “progressive authentication”, and “reinforced authentication” , elicited after an initial
scan of the literature published in top security conferences2 . Based on these search terms, we
compiled works with no constraints on publication date, obtaining a set of 260 papers spanning
from 2003 to 2018, after filtering duplicates. The down-selection of studies considered the following
criteria. Documents were excluded if:
(1) The publication format was other than peer-reviewed academic journal or conference paper.
(2) The paper could not be retrieved using IEEE Explore, ACM Digital Library or Google Scholar.
2 ACM Computer Communications and Security, IEEE Security and Privacy, USENIX Security, Symposium on Usable Privacy

and Security, and Network and Distributed System Security Symposium
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(3) The publication language was not English.
(4) Another paper by the same authors superseded the work, in which case the most complete
work was considered.
(5) The focus was not put on the design of an adaptive authentication3 system, or the subject of
authentication was not the end-user.
(6) The approach is described at a high level and not enough details are provided to address the
research question.
The search and selection protocol yielded a final corpus of 30 peer-reviewed works on adaptive
authentication. This corpus was sub-categorized in five clusters, depending on the scope of the
adaptation: 1) authentication to smart spaces, 2) authentication to smartphones, 3) authentication
to websites, 4) authentication to applications/services, and 5) other types of authentication. This
division will allow the reader to better extract design commonalities per scenario.
After selection and clustering, we reviewed each paper analyzing their use of managed resources
(Section 5) and their adaptation logic (Sections 6- 9), with regard to the five taxonomical dimensions
in Fig. 1 in order to facilitate the understanding of the involved design aspects and classify the
existing work. We then examined the literature in a consolidated way, identifying gaps and future
challenges.
5

AUTHENTICATORS IN ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

Authenticators, as discussed in Section 3, are the managed resources of adaptive authentication
systems, the elements that need to be adapted. Table 1 shows the authentication mechanisms
covered in the adaptive authentication literature, divided according to the widely used 3-dimensional
categorization [75] as: biometric (“something you are”), knowledge-based (“something you know”),
and token-based (“something you have”).
Next, we further discuss the usage of authenticators implemented across the surveyed works
according to three key aspects: diversity, continuity, and pluggability.
Authenticator diversity. The inclusion of diverse sets of authenticators improves the flexibility
of the adaptive system, favoring their applicability to different scenarios. Looking at the literature,
it can be observed that passwords and/or PINs are supported by most of the works and, on the
opposite side, tokens are the less common authenticators. Biometrics and behaviorals in particular,
are included more frequently than tokens as an alternative or complement to knowledge-based
authenticators. The reason for these choices is that the majority of approaches focus on improving
usability through adaptation, for which behavioral biometrics are good candidates since the user
can be implicitly “sensed” without requiring explicit interaction. In general, the range of supported
authenticators is limited (2-authenticator systems are the most common configuration) and normally
not covering the three “something-you-*” categories. Gupta et al. [45] offer the most comprehensive
solution, including 15 different authenticators.
Authenticator Continuity. Authenticators can be used on a one-shot basis to log the user in at
a particular instant, or they can be used to continuously monitor in real time that the legitimate
person is using the service during the whole duration of the session. A plethora of continuous
authentication mechanisms has been proposed and analyzed in the literature [78], but only a subset
of them is covered in the studied adaptive systems: gait, trajectory, face, voice, behavior-based
multimodal profiling, and token presence. It can be observed that there is no single recipe for
multi-modal profiling, but different behavioral features are selected based on the specific scenario.
3 We do not explore literature on authorization. This procedure (checking user’s permissions) is orthogonal to authentication
(checking user’s identity), and normally takes place after it. Therefore, existing authorization approaches can be integrated
with adaptive authentication systems.
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Table 1. Overview of authenticators used in adaptive systems
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Table 2 details the features and Machine Learning (ML) techniques used in the profiling mechanisms
across the different works.
In the case of tokens as continuous authenticators, there are two operational approaches: 1)
sending beacons with information that identifies the user [2]; or 2) implementing more complex
cryptographic protocols, where multiple tokens need to be co-present and contribute to compute a
shared secret that unlocks the system [101]. Furthermore, to facilitate token adoption, PICO [101]
also explores the conversion of everyday objects into tokens by attaching RFID tags or similar components with signal emission/transmission capability to them. However, though this “tokenization”
idea potentially helps in achieving more natural ways of authentication, studies show that users
still feel anxious about the possibility of losing these objects and the responsibility of carrying
them [105].
Authenticator Pluggability. A desirable aspect of adaptive authentication systems is flexibility.
The system should not remain static serving the user with the same authentication options she
enrolled in at registration time, but should evolve and provide new alternatives as new enhanced
authenticators appear in the market or new devices are acquired. This extensibility is positive both
for enhancing user experience and for administrators, who do not need to migrate to a completely
new adaptive authentication solution every time there are changes.
One of the pillars for extensibility is pluggability, i.e., the usage of well-defined interfaces
that allow developers to programmatically add new authenticators in a straightforward fashion,
without re-coding the system. In the analyzed literature, just four works clearly consider pluggability [2, 38, 48, 113]. They all propose architectures where authenticators are viewed as plugins
that conform to an interface, in some cases standardized; in others, self-defined. In the first category, Cerberus [2] uses the Pluggable Authentication Modules abstraction (PAM) [91] to develop
two types of authenticators: device-independent (e.g., passwords), and device-dependent (e.g.,
fingerprint scanners). Similarly, the system proposed by Witte et al. [113] complies to the BioAPI
Table 2. Behavior-based multimodal profiling authenticators used in the surveyed adaptive authentication
systems. The selected behavioral features are tailored to the application scenario.

Work

Behavioral-based profiling features

ML Algorithm

CARS-AD [63]

Device, application, application constraints

[54]

Application, wifi, cell, cpu load, light, noise,
magnetic field, rotation

SmartAuth [80]

Browser, user agent, SW version, device model,
language, color depth, screen resolution, plugins
(on client side); IP address, time of access,
geolocation, request headers (on server side)
IP address, User agent

Vector Space Model
(VSM) [90]
Kernel density
estimators
(KDE) [95]
Hoeffding
trees [79]

Reinforced
AuthN[40]
ASSO [64]
[113]
UFSA [35]

Time, location data from GPS, cellular network
information, and WLAN access points
Location, accelerometer, magnetic field,
microphone, light, battery, screen state,
shutdown/boot time, calls
Time, geolocation, application, browser, OS
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Regresion [49]
Support Vector
Machines
(SVM) [47]
SVM [47]
SVM [47]
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standard [18], which enables the integration of biometric authentication modules provided by
different vendors. On the other side, though not based on standard libraries or interfaces, both
CORMORANT [48] and CYOA [38] do consider their own means for authenticator pluggability.
For instance, CORMORANT’s authors [48] state that, though not yet formalized, they expect
authentication plugins “to feature only a minimal interface that enables their integration into the
framework”. As for CYOA [38], the proposed system implements adaptation among four different
authentication schemes: passwords, persuasive text passwords [39], object pass tiles [102], and
persuasive cued click points [25]. Since all of these authenticators compare a hashed secret string
with the one previously stored at registration time, the authors approached their integration as
pluggable modules able to perform this operation, acknowledging that further work would be
required to incorporate other categories of authenticators, such as biometrics.
6

WHAT TO ADAPT?–THE TECHNIQUE

Now that we have seen the managed resources (authenticators), we can start analyzing the adaptation logic with regard to the different design dimensions in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the first question to
answer is “What to adapt?” In this regard, there are two types of adaptation techniques that can be
applied to authenticators [61]:
• Parametric adaptation achieves a modified system behavior by adjusting system parameters. An example can be tuning internal elements of specific authenticators, such as the
number of features in face recognition, or the use of feature-level, score level or fusion-level
algorithms in multi-modal authentication [85].
• Structural adaptation subsumes changes in the structure of the system, such as the exchange of components, a new composition, or the removal/addition of components. For
example, it can be used to activate or deactivate an authenticator, switch between them, or
require multiple authentication factors depending on the adaptation reason.
Using the supported authenticators as building blocks, the surveyed works create different
adaptation scenarios by applying parametric and/or structural adjustments. The majority of the
approaches for adaptive authentication are based on structural techniques (see Table 5, Section 10),
possibly because this type of adaptation does not require low-level access to the authenticators and
so implementation is easier. In this case, the interaction between adaptation logic and authenticator
consists of simple calls to activate the authentication procedure and get the result (continuously or
not). Instead, to perform parametric adaptation, the logic component needs to know which settings
of the authenticators can be adapted and implement mechanisms to execute the changes.
To give a clearer idea of the kind of low-level parameters to adjust, Table 3 summarizes those
works exploring parametric adaptation. A type of authentication that is commonly adapted by
adjusting parameters is behavioral biometrics, since behavioral features are less stable than physiological features [75] and their accuracy varies more due to changes in external conditions. For
example, keystroke patterns are different when the user is moving or not, and gait changes if
the user is injured. Because of this, it is useful to have different templates that allow for accurate
identification under each condition. Template switching is a parametric adjustment considered
in [28, 81]. Another parameter that is used for adapting behaviorals is the set of selected features
used in the comparison. In [80], users select which identifying features are collected to build their
fingerprint depending on the context, e.g., deciding not to send location data when the user is not at
work. Though the idea behind this adaptation is to improve privacy, it also increases authentication
accuracy by introducing diversity in the fingerprints.
ACM Comput. Surv., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: August 2019.
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Table 3. Authenticator parameters in Adaptive Systems.

Authenticator Category

Authenticator

Something You Are

Multimodal
Behavioral
Gait
Keystroke
Face, Voice,
Fingerprint

Something You Know
Something You Have

Password
Pattern
RFID, NFC, and
Bluetooth Tokens

Parameter

In works

Template
Features

CARS-AD[63]
SmartAuth[80]

Template
Template
User Interaction

[81]
[28]
[115]

Username
Time to lock
Time to lock
Number and
importance of tokens

[11]
[45]
[45]
PICO[101]

Bardram et al. in [11] adjust the number of explicit inputs requested to the user depending on the
context: nothing if the user location and that of her token coincide, just the password if the location
difference is small, and both username and password in case the location differs significantly.
Apart from adjusting the internal settings of the authentication mechanisms, it is also possible
to adapt the interaction method to inform the user about the selected authenticator and ask for
input data. This parameter is explored in [115], where three methods are considered: screen
interaction (text message, touch reaction), voice interaction (voice sentences or signals and voice
reaction), and vibration interaction (different kinds of vibrations and shaking reaction). For example,
authentication interaction can be voice-based when a speakerphone is connected because the user
is supposedly unable to use her hands on a screen. Furthermore, when authentication is one-shot
instead of continuous, there is a risk that a user change during the session goes undetected. To
avoid session theft in this case, the time-to-lock can be used as an adaptation parameter, as in [45].
This way, when the user inactivity period is longer than a threshold, re-authentication is required.
In the case of parametric adaptation applied to tokens, PICO [101] contemplates the adjustment
of the number and weight or “importance” of tokens, so that objects contribute in different ways to
the user authentication.
Finally, looking at the nature of the adaptation techniques and their usage in the analyzed works,
we observe that the adaptive authentication use-cases that can be implemented based on each
technique are diverse and therefore more richness could stem from combining both techniques.
Structural adaptation includes support to:
• Offer a list of suitable authenticators for the user to select one or more4 of them.
• Automatically activate one or more suitable authentication mechanism(s) to login into a
service.
• Alternate between no authentication required and authentication required.
• Run a continuous authenticator to get constant implicit access to the most frequently accessed
low-security services and activate additional explicit mechanisms only when higher security
is required.
4 The strategy of using two or more authenticators is called Multifactor Authentication (MFA) and it is employed to strengthen

security.
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• Use the output of implicit authenticators to modulate the required strength of one-shot explicit authenticators. In this way, if the probability that the user is authentic sensed through
non-intrusive means is high, no further explicit input would be required; otherwise, an
additional mechanism would be chosen that complements this probability to achieve the
desired level of assurance.
Parametric adaptation includes support to:
• Change the type of interaction to communicate the user that authentication is required (audio,
visual notification).
• Change the number of features or the template used in behavioral authenticators to adjust
performance.
• Change the number of times a password is requested after failed authentication, the timeto-lock, or the amount of required explicit input data. These parameters help to adjust the
relationship convenience-security.
• Change the decision algorithm of a multimodal biometric authentication (e.g., average,
minimum).
7

WHY TO ADAPT?–THE REASON

The adaptation reason is the source of change that influences the system reaction, i.e., Why should
an authenticator be triggered, modified or deactivated? We examine the reasons underlying adaptive
authentication proposals, structuring them within the three categories of change in adaptive systems
(see Fig. 1), namely: context (further divided into security context and usability context), technical
resources, and users. Results are summarized in Table 4.
7.1 Changes in the Security Context
The most common adaptation reason is a contextual change that impacts security. The specific
set of security contexts in the literature is shown in Table 4 and includes: Time, Location, Device
Proximity/Placement, Device and SW Fingerprinting, Activity, Physical Trust Relationship, and Data
Sensitivity. Among them, Location and Data Sensitivity are the most widely used, so we start this
section by discussing their usage before them before explaining the usage of the others.
Location is highly present as adaptation reason in works targeting adaptive authentication inside a
smart space [2, 11, 42, 62, 109], because it is required to position the user in the proximity of the smart
service to use or correlate her history of transactions to a specific place. But location is also used
in works focused on other authentication scenarios. Typically, they consider a subset of locations
where the user frequently spends time– the most common are Home, Work, and Other– and adapt
the authentication to the safety level at each of these places [45, 46, 48, 72, 94]. Alternatively, some
works learn the expected user behavior at different locations and adapt authentication when there
is an anomaly [9, 82].
Data sensitivity is covered in all the works oriented to provide granular adaptation depending
on which application or service the user is trying to access [35, 61, 82, 84, 94, 113]. In this kind of
implementations, applications and services are categorized according to the value of the information
they handle. The adaptation logic uses these categories in the decision-making process to select
authenticators. The most common values for sensitivity are confidence score ranges, which represent
the required level of trust in the authentication performed by the authenticator. Another way of
defining sensitivity in the analyzed works is by directly assigning rules of the type “data X are safe
for context Y” (see Section 8).
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Smart Space

[45], 2012
CASA [46], 2013
ConXsense [72], 2014
[81], 2014
[54], 2014
[116], 2014
[115], 2016
[28], 2017

Other

Apps/Services

Websites

Cerberus [2], 2003
[11], 2003
[62], 2008
[42], 2009
UC-TBAS [109], 2011
CARS-AD [63], 2011

Smartphone

Work, Year

•
•
•
•
• •

er

Preferences

Us

Role

Device Fingerprint
Us
User/Device Position Co abi
nt lit
ex y
Activity
t
Ambient: Light, Noise
Battery
TR

Time

Location

•

• •
•
•
•

•
• • •
• • •

•

• •
•
• •
•
•
•
•

•

•

SmartAuth [80], 2015
CYOA [38], 2015
[29], 2016
Reinforced AuthN [40], 2016
[69], 2016
ASSO[64], 2016
TreasurePhone [94], 2010
Progressive AuthN [84], 2011
[113], 2013
UAP [9], 2014
i/k-Contact [7], 2014
PRISM [82], 2015
UFSA [35], 2015

Device Proximity/Placement
Se
SW/Device Fingerprinting Co cur
nt ity
ex
Activity
t
Physical Trust Relationship
Data Sensitivity

Time

Location

Table 4. Adaptation reasons. Location and sensitivity are the most used security contexts; usability is rarely
considered.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

• • •
•
•

•
•
•
•
• •
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•

PICO [101], 2011
CORMORANT [48], 2015
•
[114], 2017
•
•
Legend: “•” = includes the adaptation reason; TR= Technical Resources.
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Device and Software Fingerprinting are used as security context in [9, 29, 109]. In all the three cases,
data such as OS, browser, device in use or network type, serve to adjust the required authentication
level when there is a divergence from common behavior.
Device Proximity, sensed through Bluetooth beacons, is the basis to assess location familiarity
in [45, 72]. The more familiar (already known) devices are concentrated in a particular place,
the safest the place is considered. Furthermore, Progressive Authentication [84] considers Phone
Placement as a security context that aids in predicting the confidence on user authentication using
a machine learning model (see Section 8 for details on model-based adaptation).
Activity is considered as a security context in [2, 42, 82, 109, 114], with the difference that [2]
and [42] get user activity information from calendar-like applications filled by the user themselves
or by administrators of the smart space (e.g., “meeting in room X at 5pm”), while [109], [114],
and [82] infer activities through sensing user devices. In the pre-configured calendar-based works,
the activity is combined with the user role to adapt the required authentication level. The system
in [109] logs the user purchase transactions to determine if the activity is normal or not and adapt
authentication accordingly. Similarly, the approach in [114] is to infer if a transaction at the Point of
Sales can be considered routine or not based on its features, and select an appropriate authenticator
for each case. Furthermore, [82] captures information from smartphone sensors to detect activities,
such as “user is running”, and then applies adaptation rules based on this information.
Finally, there is one work, i/k-Contact [7], considering Physical Trust Relationship as security
context. When a user wants to access a device or application, other users in the visual range are
queried to provide confirmation that the user is correct. Then, a trust score about the user identity is
computed and the authentication mechanism is adapted based both on this score and the application
sensitivity.
7.2

Changes in the Usability Context

If we look now at usability, very few studies [28, 29, 63, 69, 81, 84, 114, 115] consider this type of
context as a reason for adaptation and only four of them [29, 63, 84, 114] combine both usability
and security contexts within the adaptive authentication system.
One option for usability-driven adaptation is to rely on objective empirical measurements of
authenticators’ performance in relation to external conditions. For example, the authenticators
in [29] whose performance is impacted by the surrounding light level, such as face or iris recognition,
are discarded from selection if a constraint on the luminance is not fulfilled (i.e., “luminance <=
value”). The value of the constraint is adjusted to guarantee an adequate performance of the
authenticator in terms of the desired False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR).
The same approach is used in [29] for authenticators affected by user position and background noise,
through restrictions on the range of motion and dB range, respectively. Similarly, [81] and [28]
perform experimental analyses on the performance of behavioral-based authentication with regard
to the user and device position. Grounded on these measurements, when the user is detected
to be sitting, standing, or walking [28] or the device is identified as being in the user’s hand or
in her pocket [81], the parameters of the authenticator are adjusted for better performance (see
Section 6). Along the same lines, CARS-AD [63] also implements template switching to improve the
performance of a behavioral algorithm. Furthermore, another relevant measurement to consider as
usability context is battery consumption. Though mentioned as an important factor to consider in
several studies, it is only included in Progressive Authentication [84]. In this approach, depending
on whether the device is plugged or not, authenticator-related computations are performed locally
or offloaded to the cloud or to another device, in order to provide the best trade-off between
performance and delay.
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Another option is to build rules that directly map the usability context to the selected authenticator. These rules can be learnt dynamically from the user as in [69] or they can be statically
configured based on common knowledge. This is the case in [115], where available authenticators
are discarded if the contextual information about user activity suggests they are not appropriate.
This adaptation logic is encoded in rules of the type “if sound is disabled, avoid voice authentication” because this violates the silence requirement or “if the user is walking, avoid face recognition”
because it would not work properly. A similar methodology is followed in [114], where rules are
put in place to rank the convenience of authenticators based on usability contextual factors. More
details about rules are given in Section 8.
7.3

Changes in Technical Resources

In the domain of adaptive authentication, the technical resources are the different devices and
authenticators available for the user. In this dimension, we identify two types of changes: changes
related to the availability, and changes related to the output. Changes in the availability of technical
resources occur when devices are present or not, when new authenticators are installed/removed,
or when there is a defect in a hardware or software component that impacts an authenticator’s
operation or availability. The second type of change refers to the variation in the output value
of probabilistic authenticators operating in continuous mode. An example on the importance of
monitoring technical resources for adaptation, is that if the system detects a user-owned fixed
computer in the proximity of her smartphone (i.e., a new resource), authentication to the latter can
be based on periodic face scans realized by the computer camera, instead of activating a password
or other locking mechanism in the phone. Within the 30 surveyed papers, half of the approaches
cover adaptation based on technical resources.
On the one hand, the approaches in [2, 11, 62, 101] describe systems that sense the availability of
devices and authenticators. Cerberus [2] monitors the presence of users’ smart badges. If present,
automatic login to low sensitive applications is allowed, whereas the user is requested to provide
additional authentication factors to access higher security applications. Similarly, in the smart
health space envisioned in [11], authentication is made stricter only when a contact-less user
identity card is not detected in the same location as the user. Finally, both [62] and PICO [101]
sense the subset of pre-registered user devices that are co-present (via RFID, Bluetooth, or WiFi
connections), with the difference that the first approach builds an aggregated trust score based
on them, while the second establishes the condition that k out of n tokens must be present to
authenticate the user.
On the other hand, the approaches in [35, 40, 48, 54, 63, 64, 80, 84, 113, 114, 116] present systems that sense the output of an authenticator (often continuous) as a basis for adaptation. This
authenticator operates in the background, calculating the probability that the user is correct or
not, which is used for hardening authentication if required. Among these solutions, Progressive
Authentication [84] and CORMORANT [48] are special cases because they sense and fuse the
output of several authenticators, which can even be distributed across different devices, as the basis
for decision making.
7.4

Changes caused by the User

With regard to user-related changes, important aspects to consider are: 1) user role; 2) authentication
preferences, e.g., personal interaction preferences or those related to user disabilities; and, 3) changes
on the user itself, e.g., when a different user takes over the system.
In the surveyed literature, user-related reasons are considered in [2, 35, 38, 42, 80, 114, 115]. More
specifically, Cerberus [2] and [42], which adapt authentication inside an academic smart space,
monitor changes in the roles (“student”, “visitor”, “faculty”) to determine the required authenticators.
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In [115], UFSA [35], and [114], once the system decides the list of suitable authenticators based on
the context or on the output of an implicit authenticator, the final selection is made considering
user preferences. SmartAuth [80] uses a behavioral authenticator based on the deviation from the
normal device fingerprint pattern. This authenticator is adapted internally by allowing the user
to tune her privacy preferences, i.e., which fingerprint features to collect at different times and
locations. Lastly, also on the preferences-based kind of adaptation, CYOA [38] presents website
users with four authentication alternatives (together with information regarding their strength and
usability), allowing them to choose the most preferred one. This work is the only one completely
based on user-defined preferences, which leads to a system where adaptation is “manual” instead
of automatic: the user chooses her authenticator once and the selection remains fixed unless she
wants to change it again.
8

HOW TO ADAPT?–THE ADAPTATION CONTROL

The “How” modelling dimension refers to the implementation of the adaptation logic. There are
three important aspects to consider: criteria, approach, and degree of centralization [61]. We discuss
these aspects in detail and analyze their realization in the adaptive authentication literature.
8.1

Adaptation Criteria

The adaptation logic takes as inputs the sensed data that describe adaptation reasons (i.e., context,
user, and technical resources data), as well as the list of available authenticators and their features.
Then, it combines this information to output a decision. Developers can implement the logic
for processing the inputs and generating the output decision based on the following criteria or
combinations of them: rules/policies, goals, utility functions, and models .
Rules/Policies. Is the most widely used approach in adaptive authentication. Rules or policies
determine how the system should react in different situations and how to adapt. In the surveyed
literature, rules are used to:
• Map authentication mechanisms to authentication security strength values.
• Map adaptation reasons to required authentication mechanisms or to required authentication
strength/usability.
• Map adaptation reasons to the required modifications of authenticators’ parameters.
• Introduce constraints, e.g., filtering out authentication mechanisms under specific conditions.
Rules can be defined at design time, which leads to static approaches, or learned through system
operation, which requires cooperation of the users to verify if the learned rules ar correct.
Goals. Goal-based approaches aim at fulfilling specific system goals, which influence how
the system should perform and might be conflicting. In the case of adaptive authentication, the
observed goals are usability and security. Only two proposals within the surveyed literature are
centered around goals, [29] and UFSA [35]. In [29], the authors develop an algorithm for selecting
an optimal multifactor authentication mechanism. The selected authenticator must fulfill two
goals: 1) its aggregated security level is maximized and 2) the number of factors is minimized (for
better usability). The approach is formulated as an optimization problem and solved through nonlinear programming [66]. UFSA [29] defines an optimization algorithm that explores all possible
combinations of authentication mechanisms and chooses the set of factors that, apart from fulfilling
the required security level, is perceived as more usable by the user, based on the aggregation of
pre-assigned usability metrics.
Utility functions. In utility-based approaches, utility is a function of the system value for the
user and the involved costs. The adaptation logic’s goal is to maximize the overall system utility by
evaluating the utility values of different strategies and selecting the one with the highest utility. In
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the case of adaptive authentication, utilities could be used to express, e.g., the preference value
of each authenticator depending on the battery level, which is specially relevant for continuous
mechanisms. The main disadvantage of utility-based adaptation is the difficulty of defining suitable
utility functions, which can be a reason why none of the analyzed proposals use this approach.
Models. In model-based approaches, models are used to represent the system state and the
environment. Through analysis of the models, suitable adaptation plans are worked out. In the
surveyed literature, models are used to:
• Classify the global context as safe or unsafe.
• Represent and infer high-level context from combinations of multiple sensors.
• Predict the global confidence level on user authentication based on context factors and on
previous outputs of authentication mechanisms.
• Describe how authenticator’s strength varies with context.
• Characterize and predict the relationship between context and user authentication preferences.
• Characterize the relationship between application sensitivity and context.
• Describe system behavior.
Models can be constructed in different ways. Starting with the case of context classification as
safe or unsafe, [45] proposes an heuristic model that defines equations to calculate the familiarity
of devices and places based on how often and recently they are observed. Then, a mapping from
familiarity metrics to safety levels is defined and translated into rules, which are executed by the
adaptation logic to select a suitable smartphone lock mechanism. The foundation for such a model
is the assumption that familiar places are safer than unfamiliar ones, backed by previous studies on
the correlation of risk perception and familiarity [12, 118]. Alternatively, [72] classifies context as
safe or unsafe using a machine learning model trained with user feedback to provide ground truth.
They root the model on a sociological survey examining the perceptions and concerns of users,
where familiarity of places and persons are deemed relevant factors.
Models for context inference are used by [81] and [28]. Building on machine learning techniques,
both works implement a context inference model to determine the different categories of user or
device position, based on measurements from gyroscope and accelerometer sensors. The inferred
position data value is later used to change the template for behavioral recognition. Another related
approach is [115], where a context situation is modeled as a vector containing discretized values
that categorize the readings obtained by the different sensors in the smartphone. Vectors are then
fed as inputs to a rule based engine that completes the adaptation process.
The model in Progressive Authentication [84] uses face and voice recognition, PIN, device
placement, and device proximity data as input; then outputs the “User Authenticity Level”, a metric
that represents the confidence on user authentication. The final selection is based on rules that
associate application sensitivity levels to user authenticity level, defaulting to explicit authentication
if requirements are not met.
CASA [46] defines a probabilistic model to express the authenticator strength as a combination
of the conditional probability that the user is legitimate given her location and the conditional
probability that the user is illegitimate given her location. The model uses three location contexts
(Home, Work, Other), identified as the most common in a user study conducted before the design,
and assumes that the probability of being attacked in a particular location is proportional to the
number of people who can physically come into the location (but no empirical data supports this
estimation).
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PRISM [82] and [69] use models to learn user authentication preferences and later base the
adaptation on these preferences, improving usability. Both approaches use associative classification
algorithms [57] to establish the correlations and derive also confidence metrics on the significance
of the mined rules for further refining the adaptation process.
Lastly, Treasurephone [94] and PICO [101] build the core of the adaptation logic on system
behavior models. In Treasurephone [94], the relationship between privacy requirements and
context is modeled through the concept of spheres. A sphere is configured by the user as the set of
applications in her smartphone that are available without authentication in a particular location
context. Transitions between the spheres are triggered by location changes and the required
authentication mechanisms are adapted accordingly. This sphere-centered model is grounded on
the psychological concept of “faces” described by Goffman [43], which refers to the fact that privacy
is highly individual and people show different faces in different contexts, i.e., reveal different
information to different audiences. In the case of PICO [101], the system adaptation behavior is
modeled through a state machine that describes the transitions of a device from locked to unlocked
depending on contextual factors, which in this case are the nearby presence of other user owned
devices. Accordingly, the device will “feel safe” and unlock itself when in the company of other
known devices, but defensively lock itself up otherwise. This model is based on the “resurrecting
duckling” security policy [100].

8.2

Adaptation Approach and Degree of Centralization.

The literature on adaptive system distinguishes two approaches regarding the interplay of the
adaptation logic and the managed resources: internal and external [36].
Internal approaches intertwine the application logic and the managed resources, which offers fast
and optimized decision making. However, these approaches are individualized for a specific system,
resulting in scalability and maintainability issues [61]. In turn, external approaches separate the adaptation logic from the managed resources, connecting them via sensors and effectors/actuators [61]
to solve the drawbacks of the internal implementations: responsibilities are divided and can be
maintained separately so the same logic can be used to manage various resources. Furthermore,
externalizing the logic facilitates the achievement of a global view of the system, making testing
easier [36]. Another aspect of the adaptation logic is the locus of control, i.e., the distribution of the
MAPE-K components, which can be centralized, decentralized, or hybrid.
If we look at the surveyed works and analyze them regarding the approach and degree of
centralization (see Table 5), we find the following. A third of the approaches utilize an internal
adaptation logic, despite the external approach is clearly superior from a maintainability and
scalability point of view. Even if there are approaches offering external adaptation logics that
interconnect multiple devices to adapt the required authentication mechanisms, just three of
them [2, 48, 84] permit distributed authentication, i.e., using the authentication mechanisms available
in one device/application to get access to a different device/application. Centralization of the
adaptation logic is the most common strategy. Hybrid proposals perform the monitoring of context,
state of technical resources, and user changes in a decentralized way. CORMORANT [48] is the
only work envisioning a fully decentralized architecture, acknowledging the need for a new
communication protocol to exchange adaptation information. In general, the surveyed works
present a basic architecture (if any), but concentrate on the design and tests of a specific functionality,
e.g., context detection and classification, or authentication selection.
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WHEN & WHERE TO ADAPT?–THE OPERATIONAL NUANCES

The “When” and “Where” design dimensions , as detailed in [61], refer to the adaptation time and
the different system levels in which changes have to be implemented, respectively. Here, we analyze
how these aspects are covered in the surveyed works.
9.1

Adaptation Time

The time dimension refers to When should the system start the adaptation. In this sense, a system
is reactive if it triggers adaptation after an event occurs and proactive if the adaptation logic is
able to anticipate events that would trigger adaptation and prepare accordingly. In the domain of
authentication, reactiveness means that the selected authenticator is chosen when the user tries to
access an application or device. In the proactive case, we have systems that automatically change
the authenticator for device lock/unlock depending on the context, being ready for the time of
authentication. This makes the process faster and more seamless.
Architecturally, this distinction between reactive and proactive adaptation impacts the design of
algorithms for analyzing the monitored data. Reactive approaches just need to monitor user access
events, at which point additional context information is acquired and analyzed on-the-fly to select
the authenticator. In turn, proactive approaches need to continuously monitor and analyze more
data for anticipated pre-selection.
In the surveyed works (see Table 5), the dominant approach is combining both proactive and
reactive features. Typically, if the monitored context and technical resources are enough to have
the user implicitly authenticated, this is done proactively. Then, in the event of accessing a service
that requires a higher level of authentication, the new method is selected reactively.
9.2

Adaptation Level

The adaptation logic must be aware of the relevant levels for adaptation in a specific system. In the
authentication domain, applicable levels are system and application.
System-level adaptation implies that the selected authenticator gives access to the whole system,
while application-level adaptation means that authenticator selection is performed per application.
Solutions covering the application level are desirable because they provide room for more granular
adaptation strategies. That is, when adapting for a whole system, the security level of the selected
authenticator must fit the highest level of sensitivity of all the applications in the system and so its
usability might be worse than that of lower strength authenticators required for most applications.
The counterpart of application-level adaptation is the need for configuration of adequate policies
mapping sensitivity to authentication levels.
Table 5 provides an overview of the adaptation levels covered in the surveyed literature on
adaptive authentication. For those works covering application-level adaptation, the logic determines
the required authenticator either per application name, or per application sensitivity. The latter
case is more flexible, because when a new application is to be added to the system, the developer
or administrator just needs to classify it with regard to the sensitivity level without the necessity
of knowing all the specific authentication mechanisms and defining a one-to-one matching.
When integrating the adaptive authentication logic with different applications, a natural straightforward way to make it flexible and build on existing knowledge, would be the connection with
Identity Management (IdM) protocols and standard architectures, such as the widely deployed
SAML [65] and OpenID Connect [88]. These protocols provide standardized support for applications
to send authentication requests with specific requirements (e.g., security level) and reuse authentication results across domains, providing single sign-on functionalities. Nevertheless, despite their
suitability, just four works in the analyzed literature [2, 9, 64, 80] considered this type of integration.
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DISCUSSION

Table 5 provides a consolidated overview of the surveyed works and their features with regard to
the five dimensions in the design taxonomy of self-adaptive systems: technique, reason, adaptation
control, time and level.
Table 5. Overview of adaptation approaches in the surveyed works.
Work, Year

Time Reason

Level

Tec

Adaptation Control
Appr DC
DDec

Other

Apps/Services

Websites

Smartphone

Smart Space

Cerberus [2], 2003
R, P Ctx, TR, U App
Str
Ext
Policies
Cen
Bardram [11], 2003
R, P Ctx, TR
Sys
Par, Str Int
Rules
Hyb
[62], 2008
R, P Ctx, TR
App
Str
Ext
Policies
Cen
[42], 2009
R
Ctx, U
App
Str
Ext
Policies
Hyb
UC-TBAS [109], 2011
R, P Ctx
App
Str
Ext
Rules
Hyb
CARS-AD [63], 2011
R, P Ctx, TR
App
Par, Str Ext
Rules
Hyb
Gupta [45], 2012
P
Ctx
Sys
Par, Str Int
Model, Rules
Cen
CASA [46], 2013
P
Ctx
Sys
Str
Int
Model
Cen
ConXsense [72], 2014
P
Ctx
Sys
Str
Int
Model, Rules
Cen
[81], 2014
P
Ctx
Sys
Par
Model, Rules
[54], 2014
R, P TR
Sys
Str
Rules
[116], 2014
R, P TR
Sys
Str
Int
Rules
Cen
[115], 2016
Ctx, U
Sys
Par, Str Model, Rules
[28], 2017
P
Ctx
Sys
Par
Model, Rules
SmartAuth [80], 2015
P
Ctx, TR, U App
Par, Str Ext
Rules
Hyb
CYOA [38], 2015
R
U
App
Str
Ext
Cen
[29], 2016
R
Ctx, TR
App
Str
Ext
Goal, Rules
Cen
Reinforced AuthN [40], 2016 R
TR
App
Str
Int
Rules
Cen
[69], 2016
R
Ctx
App
Str
Ext
Model, Rules
Cen
ASSO[64], 2016
R
TR
App
Str
TreasurePhone [94], 2010
P
Ctx
App
Str
Int
Model
Cen
Progressive AuthN [84], 2011 R, P Ctx, TR
App
Str
Int
Model, Rules
Hyb
[113], 2013
R, P Ctx, TR
App, Sys Str
Int
Rules
Cen
UAP [9], 2014
R
Ctx
App
Str
Ext
Rules
Cen
i/k-Contact [7], 2014
R
Ctx
App, Sys Str
Ext
Rules
Hyb
PRISM [82], 2015
P
Ctx
App, Sys Str
Ext
Model, Policies Cen
UFSA [35], 2015
R, P Ctx, TR, U App
Str
Ext
Rules, Goal
Cen
PICO [101], 2011
P
TR
App
Par
Int
Model
Cen
CORMORANT [48], 2015
R, P Ctx, TR
App, Sys Str
Ext
Dec
[114], 2017
R
Ctx, TR, U App
Str
Ext
Rules
Hyb
Legend: R = Reactive; P = Proactive; Ctx = Context; TR = Technical resources; U = User(s); App = Application;
Sys = System; Tec = Technique; Par = Parameter; Str = Structure; Appr = Approach; Ext = External; Int =
Internal; DC = Decision Criteria; DDec = Degree of Decentralization; Hyb = Hybrid; Dec = Decentralized;
Cen = Centralized. If a cell is marked with “-", no further information is given.

In the following, apart from reflecting on the open research challenges related to each of these
dimensions, we also elaborate on two additional (cross-dimensional) aspects that must be considered
when designing adaptive authentication systems: usability and security. Based on our findings, a
research roadmap summarizing open issues in adaptive authentication is depicted in Fig. 3 at the
end of this section. We envision adaptive authentication as an emerging interdisciplinary research
field that can be built from the combined efforts of four communities: security and privacy, machine
learning, identity management, and adaptive systems.
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Technique-related Challenges

After analyzing the adaptive authentication literature under the “Technique’’ design dimension, we
observe limitations with regard to diversity and extensibility. Research to address these limitations
should focus on new authenticators, and on the definition of abstractions to easily integrate and
manage them within adaptive authentication systems.
Authenticators. For adaptive authentication systems to be accepted, it is key to minimize the
number of explicit interactions with the user, in order to improve usability. This way, security will
be no longer perceived as an interfering task [93]. Therefore, research is required on new implicit
authenticators that are energy efficient and privacy-aware, two dimensions currently in conflict
with each other [78]. Implicit mechanisms running continuously require complex computations,
maintenance and infrastructure, and so they are often outsourced to third parties. To deal with the
privacy issues that arise from this situation, methods for securely outsourcing continuous implicit
authentication systems are needed. Additional challenges posed by continuous authentication
are related to their usage of machine learning, e.g., determining when to switch from training to
deployment, when to retrain, or how to set the detection thresholds. All these decisions impact
authentication performance and need to be optimized. Furthermore, as pointed out in [31] and [21],
traditional FAR and FRR metrics are not adequate and further research is required to establish
performance metrics to evaluate continuous authenticators.
We have also seen that parametric adaptation can provide fine-grained levels of adjustments
that benefit the overall system performance. A comprehensive study of authentication parameters
is required. Results will shed light on what aspects are relevant to consider when integrating a
particular mechanism in an adaptive system and most important, on how to design abstractions to
model any kind of authenticator, which is a key enabler for flexibility and extensibility.
Abstractions. None of the abstractions used in the surveyed works is complete enough to deal
with adaptive authentication: PAM is tied to Unix systems, and BioAPI only integrates biometric
authenticators.
To the best of our knowledge, the only other standard abstraction is WebAuthN [10], recently
proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). WebAuthN defines an interface for public-key
based user authentication. Diverse authenticators, such as face or fingerprint, can be utilized to
unlock user credentials, ensuring that no transaction is performed without consent. However, its
operation is limited to web applications and authenticators can not be parametrized.
Consequently, research is needed on how to evolve or combine current abstractions so they are
applicable independently of the operating system and type of applications for which an adaptive
system is designed. Furthermore, it is required that abstractions are able to provide secure authenticator discovery, fine-grained access to parameters, and to deal with the emerging continuous
authentication mechanisms, where the communication app-authenticator is not “one time” but
constant. Research on abstractions will enable the creation of more diverse (any authenticator, any
app, any system), flexible (parametrizable), and extensible (able to accommodate a growing number
of authenticators) adaptive authentication systems.
10.2

Reason-related Challenges

The main challenges with regard to the “Why” dimension are: context modelling, and system
administration.
Context modelling. There is a vast literature on context modelling for context-aware systems, covering information gathering, design tools, data structures, and comparatively evaluating
them [103] [17]. However, context modelling for security applications has not been deeply studied [53]. Most of the works surveyed in this paper show a limited usage of context, with vague
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descriptions and grounds. To improve adaptive authentication design, efforts need to be conducted
to define and evaluate context models that are suitable for the field. Research should be done
towards answering the question: “How can we identify, collect, and manage relevant information that
impacts the security and usability of authentication mechanisms?” Methodologies to identify relevant
contextual factors and to actually measure and evaluate the changes on security and usability are
fundamental to advance the design of adaptive authentication systems. Based on this, standardized
means for context representation and gathering are also required to make context available to
programmers of authentication systems. Efforts like the recent Generic Sensor API [111], which
provides interfaces for exposing sensor data to web applications, as well as other sensor APIs
for different operating systems, contribute to fulfill this requirement, but it is still necessary to
investigate how to enable their interoperability within adaptive systems that will potentially include
different sensors, devices and platforms.
Another aspect of context modelling to be considered is Quality of Context (QoC) [22]. In
adaptive authentication systems, because security decisions depend on the context, methods should
be defined to guarantee that context information is provided at the right time, in the right quality,
guaranteeing adequate levels of precision, probability of correctness, trustworthiness, resolution,
and up-to-dateness.
System administration. Adaptive authentication systems include heterogeneous authenticators, and the removal and addition of new ones should be done easily. Similarly, administrators
should be able to make changes on the supported contexts and algorithms, modifying the behavior
of the system. Current systems either do not offer these capacities, or they require manual modification of complex policies, for which the administrator needs to know all the details of the system.
Therefore, new administrative interfaces are necessary that provide: information about the state
of the system, assistance to configure the different components, and insights on how the system
would work under each configuration. Usability studies on these interfaces are crucial to arrive to
acceptable designs where the management overhead does not deter acceptance.
10.3

Adaptation Control-related Challenges

The main research challenges related to the “How” dimension are: comprehensive studies on
adaptation algorithms, the definition of adequate metrics for adaptation, and the development of
modular reusable components for the logic.
Adaptation algorithms. Current works explored mostly rule-based adaptation, and the use
of other approaches is scarce. There are many alternatives for authenticator selection, such as
optimization algorithms [70], utility functions [83], structured decision-making techniques coming
from the field of operations research [87] [106], different machine learning algorithms, etc. It is
crucial to research and test these alternatives to understand their advantages and shortcomings,
which of them are more suitable for the adaptive authentication domain, what is their performance,
and how they can be incorporated in a modular way within the architecture.
Metrics. Adaptation algorithms depend on metrics that measure the security strength and usability level of authenticators. Security strength metrics appear under different names in the surveyed
works, such as “confidence value”, “credential confidence”, “authentication level”, “authentication
strength”, or “trustworthiness”. These values are introduced in the system by the administrator,
defined for the application scenario. It is worthy to note that very few approaches [29, 46] are
explicitly based on standard authentication metrics, such as NIST’s assurance levels [44] or FAR
metrics. In the case of usability, metrics are less common. CYOA [38] is the only surveyed work
considering authenticator quantitative usability metrics, namely “memorability” and “login speed”,
which are built on previous empirical studies [26, 102].
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Therefore, open challenges in this area are: analyzing the applicability of standard metrics to
adaptive authentication systems, defining new security and usability metrics studying their relation
with adaptation reasons, and testing the actual validity of these metrics.
Modular logic components. Together with the need for abstractions to plug heterogeneous
authenticators identified in Section 10.1, it is important to design a generic architecture with
reusable components for the adaptation logic. This blueprint would help in faster prototyping and
deployment, contributing to break “Authentication Silos”. Instead of authenticators that require
proprietary server technology, a reference architecture for adaptive authentication will allow for
flexible, and re-configurable systems, favoring market competition, and facilitating that companies
break inertia to adopt new technologies [6].
Additionally, a modular reference architecture will enable collaborative research. Different system
components can be subject of research by different specialized communities. For example, research
on context definition, adaptation algorithms, usability, metrics, or new implicit authenticators, can
be carried out in isolation and contributed to the architecture by following the defined standard
interfaces and protocols, rewriting new modules accordingly. Furthermore, different instances of
the reference system would be directly comparable and could be evaluated under the eyes of both
usable security and adaptive systems experts.
The adaptive systems community is a good starting point not only for confronting the design
of adaptive authentication, but to consult engineering tools, such as FESAS [60] or Genie [16].
These tools provide support for developing adaptive system’s software and can be the foundation
to define similar tools including the particularities of the authentication domain.
10.4

Operation-related Challenges

The analysis of adaptive authentication systems under the “When” and “Where” dimensions reveals
open challenges with regard to proactiveness, integration and “ceremonies” 5 , which we further
describe below.
Proactiveness. Proactive adaptation allows the system to select which authenticator(s) to
trigger before the user needs to authenticate. When combined with automated decision making
(see Section 8.1), it would lead to theoretically good solutions from a usability perspective because
the system is fast and avoids security-related interruptions in the user’s workflow. However, time
and battery consumption may be an issue due to the intensive monitoring and analysis and the
associated frequent changes of authenticators. Ideally, the system could predict the intention of the
user to authenticate and change the mechanism only in that case, but the complexity of prediction
algorithms of that kind would be presumably high. Furthermore, usability studies have shown in
the past that users need to feel they have some degree of control over the system to perceive it as
secure [3]. Thus, important questions that need to be explored regarding the time dimension are:
• Is it possible to efficiently predict the user’s intent to access an application?
• Would a fully automated proactive approach be perceived as more or less usable? or Would the
time and battery consumption be unacceptable for user adoption?
• Would such automatic inferences lead to the system appearing more trustworthy or the contrary?
• Would a reactive approach imply unacceptable delays and fatigue for the extra user interaction
required in the authentication process?,
• Could we use hybrid approaches for better trade-offs between seamlessness-performance?
5 The

concept of a “ceremony” [33] is an extension of the concept of a network protocol, but with human nodes alongside
computer nodes. In these ceremonies, the communication links include user interface(s), human-to-human communication,
and transfers of physical objects that carry data.
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Additionally, the different response times depending on the context and available authenticators,
and the varying automation levels, imply different user experiences and levels of explicit interaction.
These variations, added to the integration of the adaptive authentication system with heterogeneous
devices, operating systems and applications, will impact the creation of usable “ceremonies” [33],
an open challenge discussed later.
Integration. Adaptive authentication systems, to provide value, need to be integrated with the
current applications ecosystem (native, web, distributed, etc.) They should ideally provide smart
authentication to any service that the user needs to access [5]. Therefore, research efforts need to
be placed on integration requiring no or minimal changes in the applications.
Adaptive authentication systems to date were conceived and implemented without considering
the already existing IdM infrastructures and protocols, such as SAML [65] or OpenID Connect [88].
It is an open challenge to integrate intelligent authentication selection within IdM, leveraging
current deployments and fostering easier adoption. This integration will be beneficial to allow
additional adaptive features, such as dynamically changing between different user accounts or
identities, depending on the context.
Furthermore, since adaptive authentication systems will still have to manage passwords, it would
be interesting to explore their integration with recent APIs [112] that enable to programatically
access user passwords stored in password managers in order to ease the sign-in process.
Ceremonies. In the domain of authentication and IdM, it is important that ceremonies are well
defined, so they become predictable and unambiguous enough to allow for informed decisions: the
user knows exactly what to expect, so errors and confusion that might lead to security problems
are reduced [23]. Predictability in the exchange of authentication data enables a consistent user
experience, favoring reliability. However, this predictability conflicts with the dynamic nature of
adaptive systems; so the question is: How can we design secure ceremonies for adaptive authentication
systems?
10.5

Cross-dimensional Challenges

10.5.1 Usability. Usability is a key aspect of secure system design, as it can reduce friction and
favor acceptance. However, despite its importance, few works on adaptive authentication include
usability studies [11, 29, 38, 46, 72, 80, 82, 84, 94, 101, 114], and they are generally limited to testing
if there is some improvement with respect to using passwords. More specifically, the conducted
studies were focused on:
• Proving that users understand the benefits of adaptive authentication.
• Testing if adaptive authentication systems are perceived positively.
• Measuring performance in two dimensions: reduction in the number of times the user is
required to type a password, and authentication delay.
Results showed that, in average, adaptive authentication systems are easy to understand, and
perceived as useful despite the additional required configuration. Users of the studied systems show
willingness to adopt them, though the type of authenticators in the system might have negative
effects. For example, the idea of carrying multiple tokens was proved to increase perceived personal
responsibility for secure authentication, making the risks and inconvenience associated with loss
and theft salient for participants [101].
Regarding performance, despite many works include metrics for single architectural components
(e.g., classification accuracy of a behavioral authenticator), just four papers provide quantitative
measurements of overall performance. Here, we discuss these general metrics instead of covering
single-component performance metrics, as the latter do not establish a common ground for comparing the surveyed works. Accordingly, PRISM [82] and Progressive Authentication [84] report
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average authentication delays below 200ms6 , while the prototype in [114] reports an average delay
of 20s, which users pointed out as an aspect to improve. As for the overhead, both Progressive
Authentication [84] and CASA [46] measure similar reductions in password overhead (42% and
47% less password requests, respectively). However, the number of participants in the studies
is generally too small to extract meaningful results. The concrete numbers range from 4 to 100
participants, with almost half of the studies being performed with less than 20 users7 .
Additionally, some works performed pre-studies to justify if an adaptive system would fit users’
interests and how [11, 84], and to support the selection of relevant contextual factors [46, 72, 94].
Our research shows a fundamental problem: current poor designs of adaptive authentication
systems cannot foster easy deployment, fast integration of diverse components, and flexible reconfiguration. For this reason, the number and scope of usability studies is so far limited. No
comparative studies of different configurations exist, e.g., varying the number and type of authenticators, or changing the selection techniques. This kind of research is necessary to improve design
and understand acceptance. Therefore, solving the design problems should be a priority, since it
will provide the foundation to further investigate usability and security issues.
10.5.2 Security. The realization of authentication systems that react to environmental changes
opens new vulnerabilities and avenues for attack. Half of the surveyed works [11, 28, 38, 40, 42, 45,
48, 54, 72, 80, 82, 101, 109, 116] mentioned potential security threats. The identified issues are:
• Context manipulation, in order to make the system believe that the situation is secure so it
can be more easily attacked.
• Device theft and secure pairing when using tokens as authenticators.
• Mimicry attacks [41, 56], which can be used to impersonate a legitimate user by imitating
her observed behavior.
• Privacy of data used for behavioral authentication, specially if these data are not locally
stored or if computations are outsourced to a third party.
• Privacy of contextual data, which can reveal very sensitive information about the user, such
as location or activity.
• Metric reliability, which is crucial because selection algorithms choose authentication mechanisms based on these metrics.
• Attacks directed to system components that are based on machine learning techniques [13,
14, 50], for instance to force the miss-classification of an illegitimate user as authentic.
The above aspects are worthy of further investigation, not only from a theoretical point of
view but also experimentally. Existing advanced cryptographic techniques, such as homomorphic
encryption [37] or multi-party computation [27], need to be also analyzed in the context of adaptive
systems to understand their applicability to efficiently protect sensitive biometrics. Another related
issue, which derives from the need to comply with privacy regulations like the General Data
Protection Regulation [77], is the incorporation of user consent for the authentication-related
transactions without decreasing the overall usability.
Finally, a key challenge that remains unsolved is the comprehensive analysis of the attack surface
of adaptive authentication systems and its implications, considering diversity, i.e., varying number
of authenticators, contexts, and selection algorithms. However, as it occurs with usability research,
it is first required to solve the problem of designing flexible, easy-to-deploy adaptive authentication
systems in order to subsequently address security challenges.
6 It is generally accepted that response times below 1 second make users satisfactorily experience interaction as a continuous

flow [74]

7 Though

it was long believed that 5 participants were enough to test usability [110], more recent studies suggest numbers
bigger than 10 to achieve better results [51]. 20 participants is the average sample size used in security usability studies [86]
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Fig. 3. Overview of challenges in the design of Adaptive Authentication (AA) systems (top); and venn diagram
visualizing the interdisciplinary research areas whose interaction can tackle those challenges (bottom).

11

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We deserve better authentication mechanisms [92] to move on from the current password-dominated
scene. However, since there is no one-size-fits-all in security, no new mechanism is going to replace
all the others and be accepted as the universal solution. Adaptive authentication systems that
dynamically select the best (most usable, most secure) authenticator depending on the situation,
are a viable path to take the most of authentication heterogeneity. We observed that adaptive
authentication systems to date have not been designed using methodological approaches, which
might be one of the reasons hindering their progress. Here, we have analyzed the literature on
adaptive authentication under the design principles well-known in the adaptive systems discipline,
to identify the main open challenges. We expect this work can serve as a starting point to better
understand adaptive authentication and to foster research advance on the topic.
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